Tips
As you tip the candles, rotate them
slightly so that a lip does not form
on one side.
If you leave a second candle burning
while you drip another, a pool of wax
will form that can be poured at once.
If you are using our black light
candles remember that the colour
will be different under the black
light.
If using other varieties of wax,
ensure that the melting point is no
more than 95°F. At 120°F you may

form blisters from the heat.
Sheets of “poly” (Clear Plastic) can
be found in most dollar stores where
painting supplies are, or bought in a
roll from hardware stores.

Resources
Hot wax Demos at ASPECC
www.aspecc.ca/events
Hot Wax Videos
www.aropedeevil.com

Product line:
Erotic Low Temperature Candles
These candles are very warm, but do
not sting. A hot licking sensation.
(Red, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue,
Purple, Pink, Black, Teal, Brown)
Sadistic Low Temperature Candles
These candles sting as they drip,
although the temperature is only 2
degrees higher. (Red, Orange, Yellow,
Green, Blue, Purple, Pink, Black, Teal,
Brown)
Black Light Low Temp Candles

Skin is very sensitive after the wax is
removed. Using sensory items
(fingernails, feathers, wartenburg
wheels etc) after wax is removed
may have interesting results.

Hot Wax
Guide

(Red, Orange, Pink, Purple, Yellow,
Green, Blue)
Kits in UV or Normal
(3 candles, poly sheet, baby oil)

Alberta Sex Positive Education
and Community Centre

www.eroticcandle.com

Instructions con't

Hot Wax

General Instructions

Hot wax play is when wax is
melted to drip or brush onto the
skin, either for sensual play or for
sado/masochistic play, depending
on the wax used.

1. Ensure that you have a safe area
to play with the wax. You will
need something to protect the
surface the person is laying/
sitting on (wax may stain sheets,
bedding, surfaces). You will also
need something flat and stable to
place candles on.

6. Check in with the person you
are dripping wax on. If they feel
that it's not too hot, then you can
drip from slightly lower height.
(Repeat this step until you find the
height that works for your
partner.)

2. Plan Ahead! Have a cold cloth
handy (in case it burns), a towel
for removing any stubborn wax,
water for hydration, and have
your candles, baby oil and a
lighter nearby.

*Note:

Candles sold by ASPECC are
designed for sensual play. They
are made with spa grade paraffin
wax and melt at 80-91°F. This
temperature is safe for most skin
types, when dripped from a height of
8” or more away from the skin.
Non-paraffin candles can melt at a
higher temperature and may cause
burns.
NOT ALL SKIN TYPES WILL
TOLERATE HOT WAX
Some individuals cannot tolerate hot
wax on their skin and they may
develop burns. In order to test the
wax safely, ensure you begin
dripping from a higher height (18”
recommended), to see how the skin
reacts. If the person you are
dripping wax on tolerates this well,
you can lower the height, based on
their skin (and their verbal) reaction.

*Optional* Smooth baby oil (or
similar) over the skin. A very light
coating of baby oil will make the
wax removal process a breeze,
and the oil disperses the heat of
the wax, which is a lovely
sensation.
3. Remove the label from candle,
trim wick and light. If the candle
smokes, the wick may be too long.
4. From a height of 18”, hold the
candle above the skin to receive
wax. Tilt the candle slightly,
allowing melted wax to drip.

When you drip wax on a spot that
has cooled wax, the heat does not
transfer as well, which means you
can drip the wax from closer to
the skin. Black and Red wax are
slightly hotter than other colours.

Clean Up
The wax will peel off their skin
easily if you used oil. Otherwise
you may need to use a towel or
rag to rub off the wax. If you used
a sheet (or a sheet of poly) you
can roll up the mess and dispose
of it easily.

